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City of Alexandria, Virginia

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

MAY 3,201 1

TO:

THE HONORABLE MAYOR AND MEMBERS OF CITY COUNCIL

FROM:

JAMES K. HARTMANN, CITY MANAGE

SUBJECT:

RECEIPT OF THE PROPOSED ENERGY A
CLIMATE CHANGE ACTION
PLAN FOR 20 12-2020 AIYD SETTIIYG IT FOR PUBLIC HEARING

%

ISSUE: Consideration of the proposed Energy and Climate Change Action Plan for 20 12-2020.
RECOMMENDATION: That City Council:

1. Receive the proposed Energy and Climate Change Action Plan 2012-2020; and
2. Schedule the Plan for public hearing on Saturday, May 14, and final consideration on
Tuesday, May 24.
DISCUSSION: The City Council adopted the Eco-City Charter in June 2008, which was
followed by adoption of the comprehensive Environmental Action Plan 2030 (EAP 2030) on
June 23,2009. The EAP 2030 was based on several core guiding principles. Principles of
"Global Climate Change and Other Emerging Threats" and "Energy" were among the core
guiding principles in the EAP 2030. EAP 2030 recommends several actions including the
development of an emissions inventory and a climate change action plan. The EAP 2030 also
includes goals for greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reductions that mirror those recommended
by the Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments (MWCOG). These initiatives are also
priorities outlined in the Goal #2, Objective 2 of the Alexandria City Council Strategic Plan
2010. City staff has been continually working to implement actions of EAP 2030 within the
present constraints of the City's budgetary process. The proposed Energy and Climate Change
Action Plan 2012-2020 (Attachment 1) is a culmination of efforts of the City Council, the
Environmental Policy Commission (EPC) and staff to fulfill the goals articulated by the City
Council in the various policy documents outlined above.
Proposed Energy and Climate Change Action Plan 2012-2020: The proposed Energy and
Climate Change Action Plan (ECCAP) is a subset of the EAP 2030. In fact, it is an
amalgamation of targets, goals and actions defined in four of the key principles of the EAP 2030,
namely, Global Climate Change and Other Emerging Threats, Energy, Transportation, and Green
Building. It is intended to further define the City's path to achieving significant GHG emission

reductions. It builds on the work done in developing the EAP 2030 by providing information on
policies and measures that the City is already undertaking, as well as possible new measures
under consideration, to achieve the City's climate change goals.
The following GHG emissions reduction targets developed for the EAP 2030 are included in the
ECCAP and apply to City operations and the community as a whole: (1) reduce GHG emissions
to 2005 levels by 2012; (2) reduce GHG emissions by 20% below 2005 levels by 2020; and (3)
reduce GHG emissions by 80% below 2005 levels by 2050.
This plan focuses on near- and medium-term actions that City staff, elected officials, residents,
and businesses can take to reduce GHG emissions. Specifically, ECCAP presents a summary of
the GHG emission inventory using 2005 as the baseline and focuses on the following:
City government operations emission reduction measures such as green buildings, energy
conservation initiatives, alternative modes of transportation, green vehicle fleet and land use
and urban forestry planning;
Community-wide emission reduction measures such as citizens actions to reduce GHG
emissions, energy conservation and use of renewable energy, water conservation, solid waste
recycling and sustainable transportation options;
Climate adaptation and preparedness with specific focus on potential climate change impacts
and risks to Alexandria and preliminary climate adaptation goals and actions; and
Challenges in responding to climate change.
Based on the results of the emissions inventory, City government's operations accounted for only
3% (or 79,820 metric tons of C02e) of the total GHG emissions. City schools contributed about
1% of the total. Thus, 96% of the GHG emissions are generated by the commercial/ industrial
and residential sectors. Moreover, the community-wide emissions consist of the following major
component sources: (1) commercial (46%); (2) transportation (3 1%) and (3) residential (19%).
These findings clearly show that to meaningfully lessen the impacts of climate change,
Alexandria should emphasize efforts on community-wide activities such as transportation, and
existing commercial and residential buildings focusing on energy conservation, smart growth
principles and the use of renewable energy. As such, implementation of the Transportation
Master Plan, implementation of the recently adopted Green Building Policy, as well as increased
outreach and education on energy conservation practices in existing buildings, are considered
key to Alexandria's climate change mitigation effort.
The City has been proactive in reducing the GHG emissions. For example, the City's Green
Building Policy sets the stage for greening the City's buildings, which account for 65% of the
City's GHG emissions. The City's recycling program and the Covanta Waste-to-Energy facility
divert millions of tons of trash from landfills, reducing the amount of harmful methane gas
released into the atmosphere.

The City is using $1.37 million under the federal Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block
Grant (EECBG) program to assist residents and businesses begin to develop and implement
sustainable energy efficiency and conservation programs that target energy conservation in
existing buildings. Examples include the creation of a Green Building Resource Center, a series
of Green Building workshops, development of an audit program and loan assistance program and
partnering with non-profit organizations. EECBG funds are also being used for LED traffic
lights and streets, clean fleet vehicles and a variety of other energy conservation projects on City
properties.
The City has identified a number of proposed transportation investments and priorities that will
reduce vehicle traffic and promote public transit. Examples include the three high-capacity
transit corridors identified in the Transportation Master Plan, the Crystal City-Potomac Yard
transitway, the Potomac Yard Metrorail station, the King Street Metrorail station improvements,
and bike connectivity to transit and bike sharing programs.
The short- and mid-term measures can help the City achieve stabilization of GHG emissions with
currently available technology. Meeting the long-term GHG emission reduction targets set for
2020 and beyond will likely require accelerated development of new, affordable technologies
and beneficial behavioral changes. Programs and policies related to district energy, alternative
transportation infrastructure, and evolving renewable energy technologies can have positive
climate change and energy use reduction results to meet the long-term goal of reducing GHG
emissions by 80% by 2050.
However, most of these long-term measures are difficult to quantify and will need continuing
evaluation in order to design programs and policies that remove barriers to implementation of
climate-friendly, commercially viable technologies, and that consider the feasibility of
prospective technologies that are not yet commercially viable. ECCAP will be updated
periodically as progress and information becomes available.
Staff conducted several outreach activities to obtain public comments and feedback on the
proposed ECCAP. Staff and the Environmental Policy Commission (EPC) organized two public
events - one EPC lecture to educate the public on the science of climate change and one open
house to obtain feedback from the community on the ECCAP. Staff made a presentation on the
ECCAP to the Government Relations Committee of the Alexandria Chamber of Commerce. The
draft ECCAP has been posted on the City's website since March 14 and several outreach efforts
were made to solicit public comment until April 14, 201 1. The final draft version of ECCAP
submitted in this docket reflects all the comments received to date and final review by the EPC.
This final draft was released to the public at the 201 1 Alexandria Earth Day on April 30 to solicit
further public comments.
Most of the public comments received to date do not address the specific contents of the action
plan but focus on specific actions by the City to make a significant impact on GHG emission
reduction. They can be grouped into the following categories:

City policies - The City needs to provide incentives to encourage energy conservation
projects by residents and businesses. Also, the City should do more to improve public
transportation options that reduce overall gas usage and emissions.
Increased outreach efforts by the City - Many expressed the need for the City to increase
its effort on outreach and education on climate change and energy conservation techniques
focusing on what and how citizens can do to impact these, including hiring additional staff
for that purpose.
Staff made minor adjustments to the ECCAP document to reflect comments fiom the
Northern Virginia Regional Commission (NVRC) regarding the updated Virginia Energy
Plan and some other minor details.
Staff passed on specific comments on transportation options to the T&ES Transportation
Division and will take other comments into account during the implementation of ECCAP.
In summary, the proposed Energy and Climate Change Action Plan is truly a subset of the
existing EAP 2030 that was adopted by City Council in 2009. Staff plans to continue to monitor
the science of climate change, future federal and state regulatory developments, as well as
funding opportunities. Staff believes that federal leadership is required to come up with longterm measures aimed at effectively mitigating the climate change issue.
FISCAL IMPACT: Since the proposed ECCAP is a subset of the existing EAP 2030, City
Council's adoption of ECCAP does not signify a fiscal commitment fiom the City to complete
each and every action proposed in this plan. Staff is of the opinion that many of the long-term
measures to effectively mitigate the climate change issue have to come at a national level fiom
the Federal government. However, in the short term, EECBG funding of $1.37 million has
allowed the City to make good progress in implementation of numerous measures to reduce
GHG emissions. The implementation of EECBG projects including extensive public outreach
workshops will continue through FY 2012. Staff plans to continue to monitor future federal and
State regulatory developments as well as new funding opportunities. As a majority of the actions
described in this plan have already been embedded in the EAP 2030 and/or the City's various
master plans and policies such as the Transportation Master Plan, the Urban Forestry Master
Plan, the Open Space Master plan, the Green Building Policy, etc., new measures proposed in
this plan will compete with other projects for funding through the City's regular CIP process.
The short-term fiscal impacts for adopting this action plan include the continued funding of the
CIP project on energy conservation and management. The proposed FY 2012 CIP budget
includes $4.9 million to implement energy management projects at City facilities over the next
ten years. Costs associated with implementation of various measures that are otherwise part of
existing master plans and policies are not calculated. Consideration of hiring a full-time EcoCity Sustainability Coordinator would cost $120,000 per year starting FY 2013. Staff plans to
carry out another GHG emission inventory for the year 2012 (FY 2013) to measure progress
against the 2012 reduction target at a cost of $25,000. Flood mitigation along waterfront, which
aligns with adaptation strategies outlined in the ECCAP, is estimated to cost $6.5 million.

ATTACHMENT:
Attachment 1: Draft Energy and Climate Change Action Plan 2012 - 2020
STAFF:
Mark Jinks, Deputy City Manager
Richard J. Baier, P.E., LEED AP, Director, T&ES
Faroll Hamer, Director, P&Z
Jeremy McPike, Director, General Services
Stephen Haering, Director, Alexandria Health Department
William J. Skrabak, Deputy Director, T&ES, Office of Environmental Quality
Lalit Sharma, P.E., Division Chief, Office of Environmental Quality, T&ES
Khoa Tran, Senior Environmental Specialist, Office of Environmental Quality, T&ES
Erica Bannerman, Senior Environmental Specialist, Office of Environmental Quality, T&ES
Bill Eger, Energy Manager, General Services
Environmental Coordination Group Members
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ASA

Alexandria Sanitation Authority

BAU

Business-as-Usual

BTU

British Thermal Unit

CACPS

Clean Air and Climate Protection Software

CNG

Compressed Natural Gas

CH4

Methane

co2

Carbon Dioxide

C02e

Carbon Dioxide Equivalents

EAP

Environmental Action Plan
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Greenhouse Gas
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ice of knvironmental Quality, City of Alexandria
sportation and Environmental Services, City of Alexandria
it of4eat equal to 100,000 British thermal units
Metric Tons (equivalent to 1,000 kilograms or 2,204.6 pounds)
US: Department of Energy
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality
Vehicle Miles Traveled
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City of Alexandria Energy and Climate Change Action Plan
Local Actions to Save Energy, Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions, and
Prepare for the Impacts of Climate Change
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2012 2020

Climate change is a phenomenon of critical concern. While there will always be climate-related questions
researchers are attempting to answer, the overwhelming scientific consensus is that the world is warming,
and that most of the warming is the result of emissions of carbon dioxide ( C o d and other greenhouse
gases (GHG) from human activities. The impacts of climate change can already be observed in many
places, from rising sea levels to melting ice to changing weather patterns. Climate change is already
affecting ecosystems, water supplies, and human health. Although climate change cannot be avoided
entirely, the most severe impacts of climate change can be avoided by substantially reducing the amount
of GHG released into the atmosphere. A key strategy is the push to conserve energy - which reduces the
demand of fossil fuels and lowers emissions of C 0 2 emitted into our air. Even with emission reductions,
however, some warming will still occur. Adaptation planning is needed to limit the damage caused by
climate change and the long-term costs of responding to climate-related impacts.
All levels of government, the private sector, and ordinary citizens have roles to play in addressing climate
change. Some aspects of the climate problem are best addressed at the local government level, such as
greenhouse gas reductions through smart growth, transportation planning and conserving energy in
government buildings. Other aspects are best addressed at higher levels of government, such as through
increasing national vehicle fuel economy standards. A growing number of businesses are committed to
reducing their GHG emissions and exploring emerging low-carbon market opportunities. We will all live
in a carbon-constrained world, and businesses which adapt will fare better than those which do not.
Citizens can take simple yet important actions such as changing light bulbs, auditing the energy usage in
their homes to reduce energy consumption and reducing car travel to reduce GHG emissions. Many such
steps pay for themselves by saving money while reducing emissions.
"As Mayor and a lifelong resident of Alexandria, I am concerned about the potential impacts
climate change may have on a coastal city like Alexandria and our 141,000 residents ... In
Alexandria, we recognize the quantity and sources of energy used by local government,
businesses and residents affect our environment and quality of life, and we have committed to
managing our energy supply and usage in a sustainable manner
Local governments play a
critical role in improving energy efficiency, shifting the country to cleaner sources of energy, and
reducing greenhouse gas emissions."

...

Mayor William Euille
Senate Hearing on Clean Energy Jobs, Climate Related Polices and Economic Growth
July 21,2009

Executive Summary: City of Alexandria Energy and Climate Change Action Plan 2012-2020

The City of Alexandria's Environmental Action Plan 2030 (EAP) serves as the broad road map for city
leaders, staff, and citizens to implement the sustainability visions set forth in Alexandria's Eco-City
Charter. It sets out principles, goals, targets and actions that explain how Alexandria can lead the new
green economy, address the challenges of climate change, and continue its high quality of life while
decreasing the city's carbon and ecological footprints.
The City of Alexandria Energy and Climate Change Action Plan 2012-2020 (ECCAP) builds on the work
done in developing the EAP by providing information on policies and measurn that the City is already
undertaking, as well as possible new measures under consideration, to &eve the City's climate change
goals.

-

"Alexandria must be adaptive and responsive to emerging or unforeseen environmental threats
such as climate change that could strain infrastructure, deplete natural resources, disrupt the
economy, or threaten public health. Failure to respond quickly and appropriately to such threats
will likely have severe consequences for the health and emnomy of Alexandria and its citizens."

-

Environmental Action Plan FY2009-2030
Principle'@Global Climate Change and Emerging Threats
June 18,2009
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With respect to the GloliPtMmate C h a g e principle; k e goals are:

Goal 1:

Adopt
targets aDd establish implementation framework for reducing GHG emission
- .
red&bns for 2012,2020 and 2050
* . ..

&d 2:

Institutionalize the consideration of the effects of possible climate changes into longterm planning

Goal 3?'~eepareand educate city residents and business owners for a carbonconstrained
gother climate change impacts

Goal

City's preparedness to respond to the possible effects of climate change
and environmental emergencies

Some of the short-term actions described in the EAP to support these goals are already underway, as the
City has already taken many voluntary GHG reduction actions and implemented various energy savings
programs over the past several years. The measures described in this report build on the City's continuing
GHG reduction actions and suggests additional measures to reduce GHG emissions and prepare for the
potential impacts of climate change.
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The City prepared a GHG emission inventory
that shows the carbon footprint of the City
government's operations as well as the footprint
of the residents, businesses and commuters. As
shown to the right, the City government
operations accounted for only 3 % of the total
emissions. City schools contributed about 1% of
the total. Most of the GHG emissions are
generated by the commercial/ industrial,
transportation, and residential sectors.

GHG Emissions by Sector (% of total)
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GHG emissions from city government operations totaled99,820 metric tons (tonnes) S f w b g n dioxide
equivalents (C02e) in fiscal year 2006. 42% of the ehissiotrp are frodfbe operation of d% government
commuting to woik.
buildings, 25% from City school buildings, and 13% from e&$irj&s
GHG emissions from community-wide activitks totaled 2.2 million ronnes of COze in calendar year
. . ., city, while the operation of commercial and
2005. 30% of the emissions are from vehicle tr-tlje
residential buildings accounts for 44% and 20% 6f the total, respectively. The per capita emissions for
2005 are 16.0 tonnes. The BAU per capita e m i s s i v q proj&~,&lncrease slightly to 16.4 tonnes per
.to 18.1 tomi&%i2050. *eving
the 2050 GHG emission
person by 2020, with a
reduction target of 80% reduction compared to 2005, would bring the per capita emission level to 3.2
tonnes.
FY06 Government ~ 0 ~ c ~ ~ k t l i m i':'a n b
by -tor
(80,000 tmnes)

2005 Community CopeEmissions
by Sector
(2.2 million tonnes)

'y

Ilndusbial
.Offtoad Vehicles
.waste MsoosPI

I0n-Road Vehicles
IE RailTransit

The GHG inventory summarized above is based on fossil fuel and electricity consumption. Electricity is
also generated in the city by the Mirant Potomac River Generating Station and the Covanta Energy-fromWaste plant. The GHG emissions from electricity generation totaled 1.8 million tonnes in 2005. Based on

Ex~utEPeSummary: CiQ of Alexandria Energy and Climate Change Action Pirrn 2012-2020

guidance from the International Council on Local Environmental Initiatives (ICLEI), we have subtracted
grid-based generation emissions from the City's total emissions to avoid double counting and to assign
responsibility for electricity usage to the end-user, which will help in targeting policies to reduce
emissions. The inventory does not include emissions associated with the embodied energy of goods
consumed by Alexandria residents and businesses but produced elsewhere.

I
The EAP sets out the following targets to accelerate the commitment and le,@@ , - activity necessary to
meet the critical challenges of reducing emissions and preparing for c l i ,.w change impacts:
*.I
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A
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Bv 2020:
deduce GH,
emissions t
20% b e l 0 ~
2005 level:

E!uxa

5 % of City
nergy will I
from clean,
renewable
sources

All new
buildings
will be
carbon
neutral

EAP identifies a n
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BV 2050:
Reduce
GHG
emissions by
80% below
2005 levels
80% of
City's energy
will be from
clean,
renewable
sources

ples, goals, and actions governing climate change, transportation,
ther environmental issues in the City. While many of the EAP actions
were not developed e~pll"cit.1~
to address climate change, they will help reduce GHG emissions by
reducing fossil fuel,consumption. In addition, the City's "constellati~nof plans" (e.g., Transportation
Master Plan, Urban Forestry Plan, Pedestrian and Mobility Plan, Land Use Plan, Open Space Plan, Water
Quality Plan, Solid Waste Management Plan, Capital Improvement Plan) include specific activities that
help reduce GHG emissions.
t ( 1

a r
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For example, the City's Green Building Policy sets the stage for greening the city's buildings, which
account for 65% of the City's GHG emissions. The City's recycling program and the Covanta Energyfrom-Waste facility divert millions of tons of trash from landfills, reducing the amount of harmful
methane gas released into the atmosphere. The City is using $1.37 million under the federal Energy
Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant (EECBG) program to assist residents and businesses begin to
develop and implement sustainable energy efficiency and conservation programs that will lower GHG
emissions by decreasing dependence on energy generated from fossil fuels. The City has identified a
number of proposed transportation investments and priorities that will reduce vehicle traffic and promote
i n g to
public transit. And the Eco-City Challenge on the City's web site is a tool £ ~ ~ ~ c o u r a gcitizens
make individual lifestyle changes and take actions to reduce their carbo~.'@otprint.These and other ongoing climate change mitigation measures are described in this report.

."',-,
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The short- and mid-term measures can help the City
currently available technology. Meeting the long-term
beyond will likely require accelerated development o
rt..
to
behavioral changes. Programs and policies related
infrastructure, and affordable renewable ene
to meet the long-term goal of reducing GHG e
However, most of these long-term measures are
emission reduction protocols. .--term '.,
programs and polici
technologies, and co
.I

tion targets @+br 2020 and
ternative transportation fuel
climate and energy results

rrently available standard
on in order to design
of climate-friendly, commercially viable
ologies that are not yet commercially viable.

gional, state, and federal officials to support longin mitigation. Given the scale of the
ire action at all levels. Implementation of this plan
ity government does not have the resources to/
t to meet the emission reduction targets
it will require leadership at both the state and
entire community to meet these emission reduction targets. The
loyment of desirable measures across the
actions described
City, it will also enhance;Nexandria's leadership.

Although climate scientists think that the pace of climate change can be slowed by substantially reducing
GHG emissions, they also agree that some climate change will occur and will, therefore, require
adaptation. Adaptation presents a complementary approach to mitigation. While mitigation measures can
help reduce the likelihood of adverse conditions, adaptation strategies may be able to reduce the severity
of many potential impacts if adverse conditions prevail.

Executive Summary: City of Alexaadria Energy ~ n C
d b t e Change Action Plan 2012-2020

City staff has begun to take a preliminary look at potential climate change risks and vulnerabilities in
Alexandria. They have also begun identifying common adaptation goals and suggestions for
preparedness actions. Sea-level rise and the likely increase in hurricane intensity and associated storm
surge will be among the most serious consequences of climate change. Decreased water availability is
very likely to affect the City's economy as well as its natural systems. Increases in air and water
temperatures will cause heat-related stresses for people, plants, and animals. Quality of life will be
affected by increasing heat stress, water scarcity, severe weather events, and reduced availability of
insurance for at-risk properties. These impacts, some of which are already being observed, will likely
have a significant effect on Alexandria's ecosystems, infrastructure, residentqmd
economy.
,,. .
c:

Potential adaptation strategies currently being evaluated include measp.i,to reduce the potential impacts
water conservation,
of rising sea level and flooding in Alexandria, reducing water deq&ih8&&easing
reduce impacts of extreme heat events, and mitigating damage to r?&ral e c d i s . For example, the
City's Waterfront Small Area Plan addresses the need to im&%e
conditioi&@$bxandria's shoreline:
to naturalize it where possible, to improve the conditionpi function of seawalls, ardw8ducp the need
"L
++
r climatg change and expTiconsensus
for dredging and debris removal. The City would als@
most extreme flood events.
science to help address sea-level rise issues in order to

-
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Challenges and Uncertainties
The City of k x m d r f a
change. They can be classified as economio, 1
include, but we not li
uncertainty about increases in the risk of
future climate impa
will require a major departure from business-

nated effort to reduce GHG-producing activities across all levels of
ts. Likewise, naticsnal policies will be necessary to encourage large-

@

City budgets m& coastrain the flexibility of officials to invest in GHG'reduction projects, which
sometimes require upfront capital costs to finance long-term energy cost savings.

Despite the challenges and uncertainties, many critical actions can be successfully initiated locally to
begin to address GHG emissions. These same climate change mitigation and adaptation measures
generate broader non-climate related benefits, such as saving on energy costs, reducing local air pollution,
enhancing alternative transportation and increasing the "livability" and "sustainability" of the City.

-
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1. Introduction
1.1

What is the Purpose of the Energy and Climate Change Action Plan?

This Energy and Climate Change Action Plan (ECCAP) is a complement to the EAP and is
intended to further define the City's path to achieving significant GHG emission reductions. It
presents options for emission reduction strategies that touch all aspects of the City's operations
and life in the community at large. The actions proposed in this plan are a starting point, rather
than a comprehensive blueprint for how the City will achieve significant GHG emission
reductions. This Energy and Climate Change Action Plan is focused on near and medium term
action that City staff, elected officials, residents, and businesses can :@e to reduce GHG
emissions. For the purpose of this document, short-term is being used to refer to a 2009-201 1
year time horizon, while medium-term refers to a 2012-20201year time frame.
Section 1 of the ECCAP provides a brief summary sf the potential local impacts af climate
change on the City of Alexandria. It summarizes the actions that the City has already undertaken
to address climate change. And it summarizes actions under consideration by regional, state,
.
national, and international governmental.Nes.
n - r.l

%-

1

Section 2 provides the baseline emission i n v ~ n t rqults
q
for City g9vernment and communitywide operations. It describes how emissions are projected @ grow under a business-as-usual
scenario. And it identifies ernisdon reduction targets that are needed to help lessen the impacts of
climate change.
Many emission reduction measures k e described id &tail in Section 3 (Municipal Operations)
- ,
In addition, Seetion 5 (Adaptation) identifies measures for
and Section 4 (Community).
responding, to potential.cgnsequems of GHG emissions from decades past. These sections are
intendgl,@identify current &d po&ntial new GHG emission reduction measures and associated
costs (or cost savings). Many of the emission reduction strategies have significant unknowns
and, therefore, some uncertairqtx associated with the quantification emission reductions and costs.
In the future, as the rigor of thr: methods and protocols for accounting for GHG emissions
improves and moves t w d s standardization, the number and variety of emission reduction
strategies that can be quantified will expand. Quantifying these emissions will also expand the
ways in which the City can reduce emissions, more realistically portraying the cause and effect
between actions and emissions.
Section 6 identifies some of the implementation steps and challenges facing the City Council, the
Environmental Policy Commission, and City staff as they consider these measures and work to
put them into action in the upcoming years. Section 7 identifies key references. Section 8 is a
glossary of commonly used climate change terms.

-
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What are the Local Impacts of Climate Change?
The Earth's climate has changed many times during the planet's history, with events ranging from
ice ages to long periods of warmth. Historically, natural factors such as volcanic eruptions,
changes in the Earth's orbit, and the amount of energy released from the Sun have affected the
Earth's climate. The evidence shows, however, that human activities are accelerating climate
change by dramatically increasing the amount of greenhouse gases in the environment. The
consensus of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2007), the National
Academy of Sciences (NAS, 2008,2010), and other scientific organiNons is that the climate
will continue to change in the 21Stcentury and this change is likely to bring harmful effects
across the globe and, in particular, to people in coastal communiti&; lo general, the larger and
faster the changes in climate are, the more difficult it will be for humhumah'and natural systems to
.
adapt.
I

.
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The Virginia Commission on Climate Change ( V W C , 2008) and the U.S. GlW,Change
Research Program (USGCRP, 2009) identified potenti&@ec&ofclimate change on the built
environment, natural systems, and human health. The ma-j.w&ndings include the following:
'
.
L
_

>

1% ;

Sea-level rise and the likely incre
hurricane intensity and associated storm surge
will be among the most serious con,&qu&cm of.climate change.
.LA.

t b *,

t.

>

7

\a.

.

' '

111

The built environment may be affectedby sea-level rise, a major concern for coastal
vels in the 'Chesapeake Bay region of 2.3-5.2 feet higher by
Virginia with pre
2100. Sea-level rise and sbbt~surge will pose serious and growing threats to
Alexandria's historic buildings, homes, roads, railways, utility systems, and other critical
infrastructure in low-1ying aix%s? .!;??::,
wetlands are threatened by sea-level rise and
serve as a critical habitat for many plants and

e affected by extreme weather events that can directly affect
r drowning. Climate change may lead to the alteration or
systems, making it possible for vector-borne diseases to spread or
emerge in area$ where they previously had been limited or non-existent.

>

Quality of life will be afected by increasing heat stress, water scarcity, severe weather
events, and reduced availability of insurance for at-risk properties.

These impacts, some of which are already being observed, could dramatically affect
Alexandria's ecosystems, infrastructure, residents and economy. Section 5 of this report
provides additional information on the risks to Alexandria associated with climate change.

-
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What is Alexandria Doing About Climate Change?
In February 2005, Mayor Euille endorsed and signed the 2005 U.S. Mayors Climate Protection
Agreement. This agreement committed Alexandria to take action to reduce GHG emissions
through a variety of methods, including energy efficiency and conservation, use of local land use
planning, urban forest restoration, public outreach campaigns, and other reduction strategies. As
of July 2009, nearly 1,000 U.S. cities have signed on to the Agreement. Climate change is an
important component of the City's overall strategic planning process.
,

The Environmental Policy Commission (EPC)
developed the Eco-City Charter, outlining the
City's guiding principles, vision, and overall
environmental future. The Charter identifies 10
guiding principles to serve as a guide for moving
the city towards a sustainable future. The 10
:
principles relate to land use and open space,
water resources, air quality, transportation,
energy, green buildings, health, solid waste,*
climate change, and implementation. The kg-i:.>.
*'%
City Charter was adopted by City Council on
June 14,2008.

II
I

2

.

,

.
In 2008, Alexandria joined
.. -- with more than 500
cities around the world to prifrticipatein the
Cities for Climate Protection campaign,
,I_ .
sponsored by the ICLEE, As part of the
campaign, hember cities heve corknitled to:
inventoj.'their emissions 0fCi-i~;set iduction
targets; describe local actions required to meet
these targets; urpkment the actions to reduce
emissions; and m e a m the results.

I
I

I
I

.

City of Alexandria
Leading by Example:
Eco-City Charter
Eco-City Alexandria is a strategic
collaborative planning process
designed by the City of
Alexandria in partnership with
Virginia Tech's Department of
Urban Affairs and Planning to
create an Eco-City Charter and
Environmental Action Plan that
will guide Alexandria toward
sustainability.

The City used ICLEI software and methodologies (ICLEI, 2008) to create a GHG emissions
inventory, a critical first step in determining the City government's GHG contribution as well as
the contribution from the community. The City completed a Greenhouse Gas Emission
Inventory Report (OEQ, 2009) in April 2009. The report contains estimates of GHG emissions
and energy consumption by City government operations as well as for the entire community.
See Section 2 of this report for a summary of the GHG inventory.

-
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The City started to develop the Environmental
Action Plan (EAP) in 2008. The EAP explains how
Alexandria can address climate change, lead the new
green economy, and continue its high quality of life
while decreasing the City's carbon and ecological
footprints. The final EAP (EPC, 2009) consists of
goals and action steps focusing on the short-term
(FY 2009-2011) and the mid- and long-term (FY
2012-2030). The Alexagdfiti'Eity Council
unanimodsly approy&&
EAP at the legislative
<'ST "t? .
meeting held T u e a y , Jiidip23,2009.

City of Alexandria
Leading by Example:
Environmental
Action Plan
The EAP 2030 will serve as the
road map for City leaders, staff,
and citizens to implement the
sustainability visions and
principles set forth in Alexandria's
EGO-CityCharter (adopted by City
Council on June 14,2008). It
explains how Alexandria can lead
the new green economy, address
the challenges of climate change,
and continue its high quality of life
while decreasing the city's carbon
and ecological footprints.

,!

-.

,L

save on future energy
GJIG emissions. The
y consumption in the
s 3% per square foot
n a w gas, with a goal of reducing energy
cons&@n by 20% by the year 2015. In FY 2009,
ed emphasis was placed on energy
sumption analysis, the development of strategies
to address the largest consumers of energy;
promoting energy awareness, such as turning off
lights and office electrical equipment; adjusting and
adhering to space temperature settings and
implementing energy conservation initiatives. A
new Energy Conservation Committee has also been
created to develop strategies to conserve energy.

sd
r

The EAP includes targets for reducing GHG emission for 2012,2020 and 2050. One of the
short-term actions identified in the EAP was to "assign the Environmental Coordinating Group
(ECG) to propose methods to achieve the emission reduction targets and begin drafting a climate
action plan that will include exploring methods for making the targets binding." Sections 3,4,
and 5 of this ECCAP identify specific actions that the City and the community might implement
over a several year period to reduce GHG emissions.

-
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In 2010, the City of Alexandria was honored by ICLEI - Local Governments for Sustainability
with a milestone award for completing a GHG emissions inventory and setting sustainability
improvement goals as a part of the Eco-City Alexandria initiative. ICLEI commended the City
on its continued progress towards reducing GHG, increasing energy efficiency and clean energy
use, developing the local green economy, and improving local quality of life.

w a d &

@
-

-
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'1

ICLEl USA Honors the City of Alexandria and 19 Other Cities and
Counties for Achieving Milestones in Redycing GHG Emissions
"The Milestone Awards recognize the gre&,of
cities, towns and
counties that are actively engaged in r&cing
-.' p greenhouse gas
emissions and want a better q u a l i f y & l ~ h ' -their resident# said Mayor
Patrick Hays, City of North Little &k, ~df&@?residentof the Board of
-76
Directors, ICLEI USA. ~ e p t e- n l y k$7, 2010 ' -2 .

-
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"It's incredibly rewanling to see so many cities, towns and counties ~ctivelyengaged'GWr Five
Milestone process and being recognized for their accompl~whments: @id Martin ~ h d v ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c u t i v e
7
Director, ICLEl USA and three-term Mayor of Albuquerque. NqZ.. "~&u&h the success d t h e Five
Milestone process, local governments are on track to reduce q - p m i s s i o n s by 1.36 billion metric tons
by 2020-the equivalent of taking 25 million passenger vehicles oh?&
. - road for 10years-n incredible
achievement being led by our local government&.~!$qtember 27,20?&:!i,::
.;
...?: ,
A,

Y!!

>-&K
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y

'X,

1.4

What are &gionalAS.ate,

a1 Governments

in$?

is not acting in a vacuum. Climate
have roles to play. Some aspects of the
el, such as GHG reductions through smart
ents have decision-making authority
ation, agriculture and land use uch as vehicle fuel economy
,international action must
y dangerous effects of
climate change.

.:,.~3

I

It is important to recognize that a major determinant in the City of Alexandria's success in
reducing its GHG emissions will be the actions taken by regional, state, and national bodies
across all sectors. While these strategies will be important, it is beyond the scope of this study to
make estimates as to what these efforts will mean in terns of emissions reductions for
Alexahdria.
'7
,
, .
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1.4.1

Regional Actions

In November of 2008, the Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments (MWCOG)
voluntarily adopted stringent goals for reducing the region's GHG emissions. MWCOG's
decision, one of the few in the country to affect a multi-state region, proposes to return to 2005
levels of regional GHG emissions by 2012. The mid-range goal is for a reduction of 20% below
the 2005 levels by 2020, and the long-term goal is for a reduction of 80% below the 2005 levels
by 2050. MWCOG made specific recommendations to improve energy efficiency in buildings,
reduce demand for energy, promote clean energy sources, increase fu@ efficiency and use of
clean fuel vehicles, reduce vehicle miles travelled, and other effoq to reduce fossil fuel energy
consumption and GHG emissions.
In 2009, MWCOG formed the Climate, Energy and Environment
Policy Committee (CEEPC). The new committee will provide

,:I

.<

late Chnnye Report

3

w:

fuels, solid waste and recycling issues, and will help slilpjpprt
. .
governments as they work together to meet the goals outltq,.in the
. .
This
National Capital Region Climate Change&port.
I .

MWCOG Board.
Moreover, the No
developing a north
efficiency, and renewable

ss regional energy security, energy

ha;*@

a number of plans for managing energy and GHG
&-

out in Title 67 of the Code of Virginia, Chapter 1, Energy Policy
cy statements that calls for using energy resources more
ation, and increasing reliance on sources of energy that, compared
to traditional energy resources, are less polluting of the Commonwealth's air and waters. (2006
Nirginia Acts of Assembly, Chapter 939, Senate Bill 262) In 2007, the General Assembly
supplemented these policy statements by setting an energy efficiency goal to reduce by 2022 the
end user consumption of electric energy by 10 percent of 2006 consumption. (2007 Virginia
Acts of Assembly, Chapters 888, House Bill 3068 and 933, Senate Bill 1416, third enactment
clause)

-
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The 2006 legislation also required development of The Virginia Energy Plan. (VDMME, 2010)
The 2010 Plan contains three broad goals: (i) making Virginia the energy capital of the East
Coast through growing traditional and alternative energy production and increasing use of
conservation and efficiency; (ii) expanding public education about Virginia's energy production
and consumption, its effect on our economy, and how Virginians can use energy more
efficiently; and (iii) maximizing the investment in clean energy research and development.
The 2010 plan amends the 2007 Virginia Energy Plan that had set out four broad goals: (i)
reducing GHG emissions by 30% by 2025, bringing emissions back to 24200 levels; (ii) reducing.
the rate of growth of energy use by 40% by emphasizing conservqtibfi and clean fuel
technologies; (iii) expanding consumer education to overcome bftrrfe to implementing energy
from
efficiency and conservation actions; and (iv) capitalizing on wnomic *portunities
.
developing green energy technologies.
. l

The Virginia Governor's Commission on Climate @;fi8ngereleased its Final Re@&:. Climate
Change Action Plan in December of 2008 (VGCCC, 2808). B&don Executive 6ider 59
(2007), the Commonwealth set a GHG emission target of.%% below the business-as usual
projection of emissions by 2025 (e.g., the Ngeted emissions-&N25 will be equivalent to the
2000 emission level). The Commission identified the actions (bep&d those identified in the
.~
goal. The Commission
2007 Energy Plan) that need to be taken to a b h i e v e " ~reduct&
also recommended strategies that will guide Vighda's response to climate change, including
how the state should plq-&r and adapt to change that are likely unavoidable.
.t;?

State government suppoi$ienergy ifficiency and remwable energy development in a number of
areas. Highlighted activities include:

The Department of Mines, Wperals and Energy's Division of Energy provides a broad
.

imige of energy-relm progrm-tobusiness and industry, state and local governments,
schools, and residential consumers that focus on energy efficiency measures that promote
t dollar ~ v i n g sExamples
.
of Virginia's energy incentive programs range
energy c o ~and
from appli'&e and energy efficiency rebates, to use of Energy Savings Performance
Contracts, to &~$m&energy grants, to local government and school facility renewable
energy utilization 'programs.
The State Corporation Commission manages the Virginia Energy Sense program to assist
Virginians reduce their energy bills through consumer education and incentives.
The Department of Housing and Community Development, through its Board,
promulgates the statewide building energy and related codes, and manages the
Weatherization Assistance Program providing energy efficiency improvements to lowincome households.

-
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The Virginia Housing Development Authority gives greater weight for energy efficiency
of funded projects, resulting in most projects going beyond energy code minimums and
incorporating greater energy efficiency and renewable systems into housing
developments.
The Department of Rail and Public Transit supports energy efficiency in transportation
through activities such as financial support for mass transit and promotion of telework.

Federal Actions

1.4.3

For over 20 years, the federal government has been implementing a \nit& array of public-private
These voluntary
partnerships to reduce U.S. GHG emissions and GHG emissions.iq&nsity.
,,<:a
$+
and
programs focus on energy efficiency, renewable energy, agri&rd3&tices
d
Environmental
implementation of technologies to achieve GHG reductiqw, l%r exam#$+
Protection Agency (EPA) and the Department of E ~ ~ ~ ~ $ ( Dhave
o E )oper&@ae ENERGY
STAR program since 1996. This voluntary labeliM&pgrarn
.-.
is,designed to id$k#&wd promote
- ..
+ :
energy-efficient products to reduce GHG emissions.
,qpwthan 1,400 ma&facturers use
the ENERGY STAR label in over 40 product categories. .$',,
...
.

-.

3

,

American Recovery
(Recovery Act). The Rec
technological advances in
environmental protec
provide long-term &

R

~ fossil
B fuel e&+ions;

-

mplementing strategies to:

~ e d u cbtd
i energy ui$ and
Improve e i i efficiculcy in the transportation, building, and other appropriate sectors.
4-3:

,&!

The City of Alexandria gxeived $1,372,800 under the EECBG to fund a variety of energy
efficiency and conservation efforts that will reduce energy consumption and GHG emissions.
The City is currently using EECBG funds to facilitate energy audits at seven City facilities. The
City is also develop a Green Building Virtual Resource Center and performing other green
building promotional activities, installing a green roof on the two lower courtyard roofs at City
Hall, and partnering with Dominion VA Power to retrofit approximately 34 streetlights with
energy efficient light-emitting diodes (LEDs).

-
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In April 2009, the EPA issued a proposed finding
that GHGs contribute to air pollution that may
endanger public health and welfare (also known as
the endangerment finding). The proposal stems
from the U.S. Supreme Court decision in which
the Supreme Court found that GHGs are air
pollutants covered by the Clean Air Act. The
endangerment finding was finalized on December
7,2009.
Based on the endangerment finding, the EPA has
finalized three rules regarding GHG emissions:
EPA and the National Highway Safety
Administration finalized standards that will .
dramatically reduce GHG emissions and
improve fuel economy for new cars and trucks
sold in the U.S., requiring Passenger vehicles
to meet the equivalent of 35.5 miles per

"These long-overdue findings cement 2009's
place in history as the year when the United
States Government began addressing the
challenge of greenhouse-gas pollution and
seizing the opportunity of clean-energy
reform.
Today's finding is based on decades of
research by hundreds of researchers. The
vast body of evidence not only remains
unassailable, jt's grown stronger, and it points
to one conclusion: greenhouse gases from
human
are increasingat
unprecedented rates and are adversely

EPA issued new thresholds for GHG
L-,
EPA Administrator Lisa P. Jackson
emissions that define yrw;;:an Air
'..
'permits under the &W Sourcs Review
i
C C ~ '
,program would be r-ed. .-- Nearly 70% of thel9tionyslargest stationary source GHG
Ri.vef:.GeneratingStation - will be subject to GHG
#emitters- including
'permitti,

..F.

1

..I"

'r-

.

ng of Greenhouse Gases Rule. The rule requires
EP.&@yed
,,
the Fin
reporti'k&of
GHG ernissi& from $Gge sources and suppliers in the U.S., and is intended to
..
collect aca&@ and timely&nissions data to inform future policy decisions. Under the rule,
suppliers of f@&$fuels o$$ndustrial GHGs, manufacturers of vehicles and engines, and
facilities that e i k j S ~_ w metric tons or more per year of GHG emissions are required to
submit annual repodLtoEPA.
-

,

.-

~. -

A
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Congress seemed to have momentum to act on climate change and clean energy in 2009. The
federal stimulus was enacted in February 2009 and designated billions of dollars to support clean
energy. In June, 2009, the House passed the American Clean Energy and Security Act 0-2009, a
comprehensive approach that would set renewable energy requirements and establish a cap and
trade program to limit carbon emissions. But the Senate version of the bill stalled as legislators
turned their focus to health care legislation and the bill was not enacted.

-
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1.4.4

International Actions

The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) is the governing body for international research and
agreements on climate change. The ultimate objective of the
UNFCCC is to stabilize GHG concentrations at a level that will
prevent dangerous human interference with the climate system.
The UNFCCC is complemented by the 1997 Kyoto Protocol, which has 176 parties. Under this
treaty, which entered into force in 2005,36 industrialized countries and the European Union
have committed to reducing their emissions by an average of 5 per,&nt
. by 2012 against 1990
levels. The U.S. signed onto the Kyoto Protocol but did not r@$~($nmarily because the
top five emitters of
Protocol exempted countries such as China and India, who ahiiwo of
GHGs in the world, and because of concerns about the &fitiahy signi;&t
repercussions for
,?
the global economy.

d$

The Kyoto Protocol expires in 2012. The UNFCCC c@erence in Copenhagen in December
H&.* '3.
2009 was intended to develop a "Copenhagen Protocol" €&feplacethe "Kyoto Protocol" as the
international mechanism to prevent globdwarming and clim$&,change. However, an
internationally binding agreement could notlk@&ached
. , to compd-andmotivate the nations of the
world to address the climate crisis in a meadbgfuI'~$Y:c
-

+

:.

The 2010 UNFCCC confer~me~.took
place in *n,
Mexi&, from 29 November to 10
December 2010. The G&un &k&yence aims t i agree on finds and approaches to preserve
rainforests and prepaie for,@hotter World, and to f-dize
existing targets to curb GHG
emissions. Cancun achieve&severd df thee goal%which were applauded by many advocates.
The conferense~d~do~boweve;rri~sult
in the &ong, comprehensive agreement needed to guide
a conceru global mitiggiqn effori: -..

I

-
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2. Emission Inventory Summary
The first step toward reducing GHG emissions in Alexandria is to identify baseline levels and
sources of emissions in the city, as well as the sectors of government operations and community
that are responsible for the bulk of these emissions. This information aids in the selection of
possible reduction measures and ability to achieve emission reduction targets. Complete details
of the inventory development data, methodologies, and results can be found in the Eco-City
Alexandria: Greenhouse Gas and Criteria Air Pollutant Emissions Inventory completed in April
The emission inventor&'ior government
2009 at http://alexandriava.~ov/Environment.
*. .'!
operations and community-wide were developed
ICLEI, including the Local Government Operations
standard for quantifying and reporting local GHG
on updating the
GHG emission inventory every 3-5 years to gauge progress
reduction
goals.
1

,: '
h

j

L.

d
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City Government Operations Inventory, ~oreeasc
and Targets
'The City government operations inventoqqxovides
an e s t i ~ a b ~GHG
o f emissions produced by
.
City government activities, including fuel me,&=@city use, d - ~
production
t ~
resulting
from City government operations. The emishns ikentory includes both direct emissions (for
at City buildings) and indirect
example, emissions within the city from fossi14$uel-~ombusbiaa
.F'
emissions (emissions generatea outside
the city @yCity emp16yees commuting to Alexandria to
#>.
work).
.
..
As shown in Exhibit 1, City governmcm$~eratioll~~~fn
..
FY2006 resulted in the production of
eml&ons, &mail; from fossil fuel and electricity consumption in
about 79,82Q.&&GHG
City buildings and schodfs. Exhibib 2 and 3 summarize the City government operations
inventory &y type of operation and enagy source, respectively.
,
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The c o n s u r n ~ mof electricity and the combustion of natural gas in City government buildings
resulted in the majozjty of emisisions in FY2006 - approximately 33,729 tonnes of C02e. School
buildings were the s m d Eairgest source and made up 25% of the total government C02e
emissions. Gasoline fuel used by City government employees commuting to work was the third
largest category of emissions. Note that the City government operations and schools are a
subset of the city-wide community total GHG emissions discussed in Section 2.2, and represent
only 4% of the city-wide total of 2.2 million tonnes.
A BAU emissions forecast scenario was developed for local government operations. Projections
were made and emission reduction targets were set for the short-term (2010,2012), mediumterm (2020,2030), and long-term (2040,2050). As shown in Exhibit 1, it was estimated that by
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2020, if energy use continued to follow existing patterns, City government operations would
result in approximately 9 1,767 tonnes, or a 13%
rease from the baseline year emissions.
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The MWGOG Climate, Energy, and Environment Policy Committee (formally known as
Climate Change Steering Committee) recommended goals to reduce regional GHGs in its 2008
National Capital Region Climate Change Report. These targets represented the consensus of U.S.
scientists that GHG emissions must be reduced by 50-85% by 2050 to avoid the possible
consequences of global warming. MWCOG recommended reassessing these emissions reduction
goals every three years.

government operations GHG emissions. The short-term
emissions to 2005 levels. The mid-term goal for 2020 is
below 2005 levels. The long-term goal for 2050 is t o e d

-
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Exhibit 1
Baseline and Business-as-Usual Emission Forecasts for the Government Operations Inventory
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Exhibit 2
91,
FY06 Government COB Emissions
by Sector
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Exhibit 3
FY06 Government Cole Emissions
by Energy Source
(80,000 tonnes)
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2.2

Community Inventory, Forecast, and Targets

The community inventory includes emissions produced by residents, by businesses/agencies, and
by residents and commuters traveling within the city. The community inventory includes the
essential sources that are the most significant in scale and are most easily impacted by local
policy making. It includes direct emissions from sources located within the city, as well as most,
but not all, indirect emissions that result from activity within the city but the associated
emissions occur outside of the city's boundary (e.g., electricity consumed in the city that is
does not
imported from coal-fired power plants outside of the city). However,+tj$@inventory
include significant indirect emission sources, such as air travel, on-mad travel by residents
outside of the City's boundaries, or "upstream" emissions generated in the production and
transportation of materials (food, fuel, consumer products, materials) consumed in the
community.
1

It is most useful for public awareness and target s e & g to frame emissions bas&on energy
consumption. As shown in Exhibit 5, the GHG emissions for Eossil fuel and electricity
consumption in Alexandria in 2005 totaled 2.2 million tonnes. Electricity is also generated in the
Station and the Covanta energy-from-waste
City by the Mirant Potomac River Generfacility. The GHG emissions from electri~it?&~tion totaled 1%-pilliontonnes in 2005.
Some of this electricity is consumed within tEre City, while most is transmitted for sale in other
areas. The total electricity demand within the City, therefore, differs from the total generation.
To avoid double counting, we have subtracted grid-based generation to assign responsibility for
electricity usage to the end-user, which will help in targeting policies to reduce emissions. Using
this methodology, the total'GHG energy use-related consumption-based emissions for
Alexandria in 2005 were 2.2 &lion tonne$, which does not include emissions from Mirant and
Covanta.

L

Exhibit 6 shows that 30% of the 2.2 miifion tonnes result from on-road vehicle traffic in the City.
The operation of commercial and residential buildings accounts for 44 and 20% of the total,
respectively. ExBIbit 7 shows that 55% of the 2.2 million tonnes result from electricity
consumption in builqgs within the City. Transportation fuels - gasoline and diesel - account
for 31% of the total. The remainder of the emissions is from fossil fuel combustion in
residential, commercial, and industrial buildings.
The City has adopted the MWCOG emission reduction targets for reducing the City's GHG
emissions. The short-term goal for 2012 is to reduce GHG emissions by 10% below the 2012
forecast BAU. The mid-tern goal for 2020 is to reduce GHG emissions by 20% below 2005
levels. The long-term goal for 2050 is to reduce GHG emissions by 80% below 2005 actual
levels. Exhibit 8 compares the projected BAU emissions and the MWCOG emission reduction
targets. Exhibit 9 shows that BAU per capita emissions are projected to increase slightly from

-
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16.0 to 16.4 tonnes per person by 2020, with a further increase to 18.1 tonnes by 2050. The
targeted per capita emission rate in 2050 is 2.1 tonnes.
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Exhibit 5
Baseline and Business-as-Usual Emission Forecasts for the Community Inventory
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Exhibit 7
2005 Community C02e Emissions
by Energy Source
(2.2 million tonnes)

Exhibit 6
2005 Community C02e Emissions
by Sector
(2.2 million tonnes)
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Exhibit 8
Community C02e Emissions
Forecast and Targets
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